
OCTOBER 2023 RECAP

What's New?

October has brought exciting changes at Space Copy.  We are
attending local industry events and furthering our R&D progress with
our partners in the private and academic sectors.

Space Copy Joins SSA & The
President Of South Korea
It is with great esteemed honour
that Space Copy had the privilege of
attending a recent event to welcome
the honourable President of South
Korea: Mr. Yoon Suk Yeol to Riyadh.

Space Copy’s CTO Nasser Alharbi
showcased Space Copy throughout
the month of October as part of this
special event, and highlighted our
overarching commitment to
technological innovation and global
collaboration. The event provided a
unique platform to demonstrate
Space Copy's dedication to fostering
international partnerships and
facilitating advancements in the
field of space exploration.



Space Copy is also proud to announce our
acceptance into the prestigious “Business
Innovation Generator (BIG)” program on
behalf of Singapore Management University.

The program, which extends into 2024,
kicked off at the beginning of October.  The
incubator features a handful of carefully
curated high-growth startups in the
technology and commerce sectors that are
accelerated through strategic mentorship,
business development, and partnership
alignment.  

We are excited to embark on this journey,
and we look forward to sharing our progress
and fostering continued growth and
collaboration with the incredible program
managers and entrepreneurs in our cohort.

Space Copy Partners With Singapore
Management University’s “BIG”
Incubator Program

Space Copy Attends The NASA LSIC Fall Meeting
Space Copy also made a presence at this year’s Lunar Surface Innovation
Consortium (LSIC) Fall Meeting, hosted virtually by Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Lab (JHUAPL).  

We were excited to embark on discussions with the US space sector’s most
prominent and influential stakeholders, with topics surrounding the impending
lunar colonization and habitation being spearheaded by NASA’s Artemis missions.
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New Look For Our
Monthly Newsletters

Our brand is evolving! Space
Copy is transforming the
appearance of our monthly
newsletters. This exciting
transformation reflects our
commitment to innovation
and delivering an enhanced
experience to our valued
readers.  Let us know what
you think of our new
appearance.

Sharing Our Journey:
Space Copy Presents at
the 2023 NASA x CSA
Space Apps Challenge

We are also happy to share that Space Copy had a surprise feature
at the 2023 NASA Space Apps Challenge event l ive in Edmonton,
Canada!  The local hackathon, hosted in partnership with the
Canadian Space Agency (CSA) featured STEM students from across
the city, partaking in innovative discussions and workshops.  COO
Madison Feehan was invited to attend as a keynote speaker, where
she discussed her journey in the space sector, and the incredible
endeavours pioneered by Space Copy!


